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The iron ore industry is one of the basic components of
the domestic economy, which provides a significant share
of export and foreign exchange earnings. In terms of the
reserves quantity, Ukraine has been among the ten largest
countries in the world for a long time, but in terms of the
ore quality, they are at a level below the average among
the countries - the main producers of iron raw materials
(Mineral, 2022). This is due to the involvement of a
significant proportion of poor ores - ferruginous quartzites
that need to be processed. The expansion of the mineral
resource base of ferrous metallurgy in Ukraine is mainly
associated with the discovery and development of new BIF
deposits within the Ukrainian Shield. Of great importance
in this case is the proximity of discovered deposits to
previously explored ones, as well as to consumers.

The primary reserve base of raw materials for the ferrous
metallurgy of Ukraine is the Azovsky iron ore region. Here,
in the 70s of the last century, prospecting and exploration
work was carried out, as a result of which a number of ore
occurrences and BIF deposits were discovered (Makarenko
A.M., 1979), Technical, 1983). On the territory of the
Western Azov region, up to 10 deposits were discovered
and studied to varying levels, located at a distance of 2–12
km from each other in the Primorsky and Azov districts of
the Zaporizhzhia region. The profitable reserves of ore in
the Azov region is up to 1,179 million tons, including 840
million tons for open-pit mining (Makarenko A.M., 1979).
The mentioned deposits are located in very favorable
infrastructure conditions, have similar geological structure
and technological properties.

The method is based on various the block modelling tools,
which are the best practice to improve the reserve
calculation, and allow you to quickly eliminate the
variations of the quantity and quality of the reserve with
different Femagn cut-off grade.

The purpose of the research was: 1) to study the
geological structure and industrial development
conditions; 2) selection of cut-off parameters for modeling
and calculation of ore reserves; 3) geostatistical
calculation of reserves in the Leapfrog software, which
allows you to do a detailed statistical analysis of the initial
data, create a block model of the deposit with the justified
geological and industrial parameters.

The object of study -

• one of the typical BIF deposits of the Azov block. Deeply
metamorphosed rocks of the Demyanovska Formation of the
Central Azov Series of the Neoarchean and the
Paleoproterozoic granitoid complex take part in the structure
of the typical deposit of the Azov block. The sequence of
Precambrian formations is everywhere, with the exception
of small areas in the western part of the deposit, overlain by
a horizontally deposited cover of sediments of the Meso-
and Cenozoic ages.

•The ores are mainly presented by pyroxene-magnetite
quartzites with thin interlayers of barren and low-ore
quartzites and granites, gneisses of various compositions
and crystal schists. The thickness of the ore zone ranges
from 20 to 400 m, the dipping of the upper horizons is steep
(75-85°) with a location at a depth, which confirms the
synclinal structure of the deposit. The rocks containing the
ore zone are biotite, migmatized to varying degrees, biotite
gneisses (underlying) and garnet-biotite gneisses with
crystalline schists (overlying) (Makarenko A.M., 1979),
Technical, 1983).

•The process of modeling includes several main stages
(Leapfrog Geo, 2022):

•- creating a project and setting up the modeling
environment;

•- import of drill-holes data and error correction;

•- import of other necessary data;

•- visualization of the data and its validation, selection the
data that is the basis of geological models;

•- creation of a basic geological model, refinement of its
boundaries and definition of a fault system;

•- modeling of contact surfaces;

•- determining a relationship between different contact
surfaces and the generated space.

•

•In accordance with the specifics of the geological,
hydrogeological, engineering and mining- conditions of
these areas of the deposit, the material composition of ores
and their technological properties, the internal structure and
morphology of ore deposits, the main cut-off parameters for
the operational calculation of iron ore reserves are the
following:

•- the minimum industrial grade of magnetite iron in the
counting block is 14%;

•- cut-off grade of magnetite iron in the sample along the
ore intersection - 12%;

•- minimum thickness of the ore body - 10 m;

•- the maximum thickness of intraore layers of waste rocks
or substandard ores, which are included in the calculation of
reserves - 10 m.

Column 2

•According to the natural factors that determine the
conditions for the qualification of reserves, the sites of the
deposit are conditionally assigned to the second subgroup
of the second group in terms of the complexity of the
geological structure - “.. large and medium-sized lens-,
stock-, pillar-pipe-shaped bodies with unseasoned ore
quality ... " , “.. deposits (areas) with ore deposits,
characterized by varying thickness and internal structure
of mineral deposits. or disturbed by their occurrence,
unsustainable quality of the mineral or uneven
distribution of the main components of the tool.

•For deposits assigned to this group (subgroup), the
optimal distances between working profiles and between
workings in profiles (ore sections) for C1 category reserves
are 100-200 m along the dip, 150-300 m along the strike,
for C2 category - 200-400 m along the dip, 300-600 m
along the strike (Instruction, 2002). We carry out the
classification of ore intervals (we select ore and non-ore
intervals) and create composites (ore intervals) (Fig. 1, 2).

Table 1. Resources estimation results

Figure 1 Visualization of ore and non-ore intervals based 
on drill holes test data

Figure 2 Composites within the deposit (intervals where the Fe 
grade is more than the set cut-off level are marked in red)

Figure 3 Graph of tonnage of Fe magn according to the data of 
4 ore bodies

Conclusions

A study of the geological structure and conditions for
the industrial development of a typical deposit of the
Azov block of the Ukrainian Shield was carried out.
Cut-off parameters for modeling and calculation of
iron ore reserves have been justified.

A geostatistical calculation of reserves was realized in
the Leapfrog software. The spatial distribution of the
magnetic iron content within the ore deposits was
assessed and a statistical analysis of the simulation
data was carried out. The substantiated basic cut-off
parameters for calculating iron ore reserves are as
follows: cut-off grade - 12%; the minimum thickness of
ore bodies is 10 m. The dependence of the quantity
and quality of reserves on the Fe magn cut-off grade –
the maximum change in ore volumes -20% and ore
grade +5.4% Fe magn is fixed when the cut-off grade
changes from 12 to 13%.

Average grade Fe tonnage

Cut-
off 

grade Volume
Densi

ty
Ore 

tonnage ID, Femag ID, Femag

% mln m³ g/sm³ mln t % mln t

10 62.0 2.7 167.4 14.9 24.9

11 56.7 2.7 153.0 15.3 23.3

12 48.5 2.7 130.9 15.9 20.8

13 38.8 2.7 104.7 16.7 17.5

14 32.5 2.7 87.9 17.4 15.3


